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Auto Blogging Software is not populating my blog
Posted by JDear - 2012/09/03 15:52

_____________________________________

I am so completely disappointed with AutoBlog software that I purchased back in July of 2012. I have not
been able to successfully post anything to my blog. I have went through the trainings repeatedly and
searched the FAQ and still no success. I have walked step by step through the entire process with the
video playing (videos that were at times are somewhat blurry) along side with my attempting to set up
the auto blog and nothing has been populated especially when I attempt to use the feeds from ezine
articles. It states that there is a issue with the activation key and there are errors as a result therefore no
feeds are returned to produced content for the blog. The support desk just states that there is nothing
wrong with the software and I need to go through the FAQ on the training page. So I have uninstalled
and reinstalled the software and went the the initial process of giving my email and a following the
instructions for downloading the software. It finally did produce one blog but failed to post it to my WP
blog even with the xml-rpc enabled. :( Now I am beyond tired and disappointed and sadden by the fact
that I have spent so much time in attemtping to get this set up. The business that I needed this software
for has been adversely affected by it not doing what it stated it would and I am so frustrated now I just
want my money back.
============================================================================

Re: Auto Blogging Software is not populating my blog
Posted by Carty - 2012/09/03 17:53

_____________________________________

You have purchased Auto Blog Samurai? It is a rebranded version of our original software. Our original
version is updated to the latest version so it always works! Send us an email: Owner@CartyStudios.com
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